
 

 

Abstract — This research examines operational failure data 

from National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) 

investigations. The data are coded using the Human Factors 

Analysis and Classification System (HFACS) and 

mathematically evaluated to assess the relative impact of 

human factor (HF) failure rates and non-HF failure rates to 

form a basis for comparison to the existing system readiness 

assessment (SRA) framework. From this initial examination a 

hypothetical system is proposed with both automated and 

human actor participation modes and used a basis for 

modeling SRA values. The research approach applies this 

system model to evaluate the impact of HF failure rates on 

SRA values with and without consideration of the human actor 

as an integrated system component. 

 

Index Terms — fielded product, human factors, operational 

environment, system modeling, system readiness 

 

I. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

IELDED product data is a rich source of product usage 

information. How a product performs in the intended 

operational environment provides a significant feedback 

source for the design community.  The use of fielded product 

information in the design of new aviation products to prevent 

failure recurrence is essential for effective new product 

development. As stated by NTSB Chairman Christopher A. 

Hart after the failure of Spaceship Two “. . . we must 

meticulously seek out and mitigate known hazards, as a 

prerequisite to identifying and mitigating new hazards” [1]. 

The use of field accident and incident data has resulted in a 

reduction in mechanical and environmental factor failures, 

but the same is not true for HF failures [2].  

The specific problem addressed by this study is the 

consideration of common HF failure modes across a broad 

set of system domains. Previous studies have concentrated 

on specific domains. Studies show that 60% and 80% of 

aviation accidents are attributable, at least in part, to human 

error [3]. While the accident rate has declined over the last 

half century, reductions in human error-related accidents 

have not kept pace with the reduction of accidents related to 
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mechanical and environmental factors [4]. The lack of 

studies evaluating HF failures across multiple domains 

using the Human Factors Analysis and Classification 

System (HFACS) with the intent to improve human-system 

integration (HSI) leaves a gap in current research which is 

especially relevant to the development of new systems and 

the associated assessment processes. As part of the design 

process, SRAs focus on products and processes while not 

specifically assessing the highly variable HSI aspects of the 

system until late in the design life cycle. Designers and 

program managers need methods to assess the HSI aspects 

of designs during readiness assessments to help drive 

designs that are more robust relative to the high failure 

source of HF. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Throughout history, designers have advanced technology 

to develop integrated human-technology systems to enhance 

human performance. The design process has been defined as 

a “systematic, intelligent process in which designers 

generate, evaluate, and specify concepts for devices, 

systems, or processes whose form and function achieve 

clients’ objectives or users’ needs while satisfying a 

specified set of constraints” [5]. The design process is the 

central activity of the engineering community [6].  

As part of the design process, HF involves the integration 

of the human operator, user and maintainer throughout the 

lifecycle of the system. The goal of HF is to enhance human 

system performance by understanding how humans relate to 

the integrated system environment [7]. The ability to 

determine how the integrated human system may fail in the 

operational environment has been difficult to predict [8]. As 

part of the entire HF domain, “HSI focuses on all human 

and system roles during the system lifecycle when applying 

human-system performance assessment criteria and 

methods” [7].  

The ultimate goal of the design process is to provide 

systems that meet the needs of the intended users within the 

scope of the defined requirements [7]. To that end, system 

developers have relied on information from previously 

fielded systems as a means to improve new designs. While 

the use of that information has had a significant impact on 

some aspects of human-technology integrated designs, the 

rate of HF failures in the aviation domain has remained 

fairly constant at roughly 70 to 80 percent of accidents for 

the past fifty years [4].   

In the past, technology-centered designs have resulted in 

products that “are imposed on the intended users” [6]. 

Today’s design solutions take into account the human as an 

integral part of the system. These newer design processes 
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are referred to as human-centered designs starting with the 

human as the focal point of the design effort [6]. With a 

design environment that considers the human as a 

component in the system the design community now 

requires methods to evaluate HSI as part of the system 

assessment process [7]. 

Systems designs integrate people, processes and products. 

To assess progress throughout the product life cycle, the 

SRA is used, but only considers the products and processes, 

failing to recognize the readiness of the people required to 

operate and maintain the systems [9]. While components 

and subsystems must achieve specific levels of maturity as 

part of the SRA , the same is not true for the human element 

[10]. An overall assessment of human readiness in relation 

to the system is not an element of the maturation process.  

While trades must be made between system provision and 

human requirements, humans have normally been modeled 

as external to the system. Humans are often modeled as 

optimal performers whose interface with the system is 

highly consistent. The optimal human never wears down 

and can easily multitask with maximum utility [7]. With the 

release of ISO 15288:2015, Systems and software 

engineering -- System life cycle processes, humans have 

become an essential part of the overall system with 

associated requirements similar to any other system element 

[11]. This reflects the paradigm shift from technology-

centered design to human-centered design [6]. 

To evaluate product development during current design 

processes reliability growth functions are employed. State of 

the art design processes employ reliability growth functions 

to evaluate product development concurrent with the design 

phase. Non-HF failures can be extrapolated as represented 

by a typical technology maturation life cycle; the same is 

not true for the HF failures. As proposed by Yang, et. 

al.[12], a human reliability growth analysis system 

(HRGAS) can be used to develop the human component of 

a system [12]. Yang, et.al. [12] evaluated the development 

of human-centric systems where the errors were solely 

attributed to the human performer. The realized growth 

demonstrated the ability to assess and development the 

human component of a system [12].  

Similarly, Naranji. et. al. [13] demonstrated performance 

improvement in core pilot functions of heading, airspeed, 

altitude and course (2.39, 2.67, 2.35 and 1.66 times 

improvement respectively) associated with augmented 

cognition and automation during simulated aircraft 

operations [13]. This work validates how integrating the 

human user as a component of the system and designing 

system functions specifically as an augmentation to these 

core tasks has a positive effect on performance, i.e., a 

reduction in error rates [13]. 

The concept of assessing design maturity was first started 

by NASA in the late 1960s [14]. The goal was to provide 

insight into the risks associated with the system during the 

developmental life cycle to provide opportunities to mitigate 

those identified risks [14]. The Department of Defense uses 

the technology readiness assessment (TRA) process as a 

method to assess maturity as part of the systems engineering 

process [14]. Evidence exists that shows a positive 

correlation between TRA and system quality, cost and 

schedule throughout the acquisition life cycle [14]. 

Therefore, designers and program managers need methods 

to assess the HSI aspects of designs during readiness 

assessments to help drive designs that are more robust 

relative to HF. Figure 1 illustrates how including the human 

actor as part of system may be considered during the SRA 

process. As shown in figure 1a, each component in a system 

is assigned a technology readiness level (TRL). Similary, 

each interface is assigned an integration readiness level 

(IRL}. These values are used to calculate an system 

readiness level (SRL) that represents system maturity. 

Figure 1b represents the addition of the human element. To 

provide a human readiness level (HRL) and a related IRL, a 

value is assigned derived from the failure rate of similarly 

reliable components. The recalculated SRL demonstrates the 

HSI effect on system maturity. Using a HRGAS and 

integrating the human user as part of the system enables 

assessment of the overall system maturation rather than 

solely the maturation and growth of the technological 

aspects of the system. 

 

Fig. 1(a).  Typical System Readiness Assessment considering technology 

and technology interfaces. 
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Fig. 1(b).  System Readiness Assessment with the addition of the human 

actor as part of assessment. 

 

III. FRAMEWORK AND HYPOTHESES  

Based on the literature review, the research questions this 

study seeks to answer are: 

1. Are there common HF failure modes across disparate 

aviation system domains? 

2. What is the contribution to field failures of integrated 

technology versus the contribution from HF? 

3. How can field failure data be used to enhance the 

design process during new product development? 
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The hypotheses this research will evaluate are: 

H10: When operating systems in their intended dynamic 

environments there is no significant difference in the 

comparative rate of human factor failures and other types of 

system failures. 

H1a: When operating systems in their intended dynamic 

environments there is a significant difference in the 

comparative rate of human factor failures and other types of 

system failures. 

H20: When operating systems in their intended dynamic 

environments there is no significant difference in the 

comparative rate of human factor failures between disparate 

system types. 

H2a: When operating systems in their intended dynamic 

environments there is a significant difference in the 

comparative rate of human factor failures between disparate 

system types. 

H30: When operating systems in their intended dynamic 

environments there is no significant difference in the types 

of human factor failures between disparate system types. 

H3a: When operating systems in their intended dynamic 

environments there is a significant difference in the types of 

human factor failures between disparate system types . 

IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This study evaluates NTSB accident/incident data using 

the HFACS to form a basis for the probability of error based 

on HFACS category for fielded aviation systems. A 

simulated model as shown in figure 1 is used based on the 

mathematical analysis of occurrence rates from the NTSB 

data to demonstrate the relevant effects of HSI 

considerations on the SRA process. The selected model 

represents an engine start system that can be operated in 

both automated and manual modes. This model provides the 

opportunity to evaluate the system with varying levels of 

integration of the human element. The goal of the model is 

to demonstrate that system readiness without full 

consideration of the human element is assessed higher than 

the actual level of the integrated human system.  

To allow for comparison of failure rates over time, FAA 

operations data were used as a data normalizer. The annual 

airport operations (take-offs and landings) were used as a 

basis to normalize the data. These normalized rates of 

occurrence of different causal factors allows for comparison 

to determine if statistically significant differences exist. A 

statistically significant random sample of incidents 

investigated by the NTSB from the years 2006 through 2015 

was used as the basis for the study. This ten year period was 

chosen for the study specifically to include a shift in the 

data mean which was tested for statistical significance.  

The method used in the data analysis is derived from the 

work of Martinie, et.al. [15], who demonstrated an 

integrated system fault and human error (HE) analysis 

method incorporating the concept of criticality levels [15]. 

The output of this analysis at the highest abstraction level is 

an assessment of the probability of failure occurrence for 

system failures and HF. At lower abstraction levels the data 

are assessed on probability of failure by operational phase 

of activity and HFACS category.  

These probable failure rates form the basis for the 

hypothetical analyses of readiness derived from empirical 

field failure data. Based on initial work by London, et.al. 

[16], demonstrating the relationship of SRL and reliability 

growth predictions and subsequent work on SRL 

mathematics, the stage has been set for further work 

correlating SRL and reliability growth applications [16]. 

London, et. al. [16] ultimately focused on the mathematics 

behind the SRL as a precursor to the extension of SRL to 

new areas [16]. London’s work significantly improved the 

SRL formulation methodology. 

Relating failure probability to readiness is accomplished 

by forming a relationship between the empirical failure rates 

and reliability assessment methodology. Using the 

exponential reliability function shown in (1) and assuming 

fielded systems are sufficiently mature to provide the 

operational capability to satisfy mission needs, i.e., SRL ≥ 

8, then the failure rate should be constant [17].  

   (1) 

The shape of the curve during development and how the 

constant failure rate portion was achieved is indeterminable, 

but the homogeneous population of aircraft represented by 

the NTSB data suggests a constant failure rate normalized 

by airport operations of 26.3 failures per million 

opportunities as shown in figure 2.   

 
 

Fig. 2.  Annual aircraft accident/incident rate per million airport operations. 

 

Knowing that this constant failure rate will apply until 

system wear-out is realized, at which time replacement is 

warranted due to increased supportability cost, it is assumed 

that fielded systems have an SRL equal to or greater than 8. 

It has been suggested by London, et. al. [16] that SRL 

applications are constrained to the defined 1 through 9 scale 

and fail to consider system operation in a dynamic 

environment and the  eventual diminishing capacity of 

system operations as a result of aging [16]. Therefore, the 

constant failure rate can be related to system readiness as 

represented in figure 3.  
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Fig. 3.  SRL relative to system lifecycle failure rate  

V. RESULTS 

At the highest level of abstraction the data supports 

previous findings, i.e., 67% of the accidents represented by 

the data are attributable to human error. When the causal 

factors are examined in more detail using the HFACS, 

human error accounts for 83.9% of the causal factors. Table 

I represents the initial findings based on evaluation of a 

limited case study of nine aircraft accidents/incidents as 

reported by the NTSB.  

Based on those data, since reliability growth models are 

derived solely from failures of technology, it can be 

extrapolated that the 16.1% failure rate of non-HF causal 

factors represent the expected failure rate due to system 

reliability. That accounts for only 4.24 field failures per 

million opportunities normalized by airport operations. The 

system reliability to account for the remaining 22.05 field 

failures per million opportunities is the result of the less 

mature HSI aspects of the fielded systems. 

TABLE I 

CAUSAL FACTOR ANALYSIS 

Causal Factor # of Causes 
Percent of 

Failures 

Performance-

Based Errors 
11 35.5% 

Judgement & 

Decision-Making 

Errors 

8 25.8% 

Violations 7 22.6% 

Non-HF 5 16.1% 

 

These findings expand the existing body of work by 

extracting and evaluating the HF failures as they affect 

system reliability in the operational environment. By 

examining the HF failures in isolation from other failure 

sources and understanding the types of failures within the 

context of the operational environment, these error sources 

form the basis for how the human component can be 

evaluated during the SRA process.  

A closer examination of the reliability function for these 

type systems illustrates the maturation of the technology, 

but not the HSI. Typical reliability maturation based on an 

exponential distribution is represented in figure 4. The lack 

of similar assessment and development techniques for HSI 

during early life cycle phases to those used for technology 

maturation leaves a void in the data as represented by the 

early near steady state failure rate for HF causal factors.  

 
 

Fig. 4.  Comparison of non-HF and HF failure maturation based on 

reliability assessment. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The findings presented here support previous studies that 

attribute 60% to 80% of aviation accidents to human error. 

The further assessment of these data indicate that while the 

non-HF aspects of the system can be evaluated with respect 

to reliability growth, the HF contribution to the failure rate 

cannot be similarly evaluated. 

The key contribution of this study is to demonstrate the 

significance of the HF contribution to the overall steady-

state system failure rate. These findings enable quantitative 

analyses of HF implications related to the SRA process. The 

results indicate there are common failure modes across a 

range of aviation system domains as defined within the 

context of the HFACS. Further work can continue to 

evaluate the failure rates across the disparate system types 

represented in the NTSB data. 

Based on the work of Yang and Naranji, an assessment of 

the HF failure rates upstream in the design process can be 

modeled and tested. This theoretical context can be used to 

demonstrate the potential for implementation of the HRGAS 

and how these effects can be implemented to enhance the 

SRA criteria to increase the focus on HF.  

Future studies could explore the application of these 

results to other comparable systems that may not readily 

have empirical data available. For instance, as the 

commercial spaceflight industry continues to develop, 

systems can be assessed based on common HF failures to 

assure the experience of other system designs are 

incorporated in the development of these fledgling systems. 
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